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G R O U P 

 

Napoleon Index - BMR Registration 

 

Napoleon Index, amongst the first companies to be registered by the French Regulator (AMF -” Autorité des Marchés 

Financiers”) as Benchmark Calculator and Administrator in EU 

 

Napoleon Group is pleased to announce that another milestone has been reached with the BMR registration of Napoleon 

Index.  

The European Benchmark Regulation, also known as BMR Regulation, which entered into force on June 30th, 2016, has 

established a common framework and consistent approach to Benchmark Calculation and Administration across the EU. The 

Group believes that this framework will be spread overseas. Indeed, it aims to ensure robust and reliable benchmarks as well 

as to minimize conflicts of interest in benchmark-setting processes and ultimately protect investors.  

 

Napoleon Index offers a wide range of services for customized indices & quant strategies: calculation agent, advisor and/or 

index administrator. Last but not least, Napoleon Index innovates being the 1st Blockchain proof agent with a certification 

service. 

 

According to Dr. Arnaud DARTOIS, Napoleon Index CEO “Recent years have seen major innovations in Information 

Technology. We are proud to be pioneers in bringing disruptive technologies, such as Blockchain, to complement indices 

regulatory measures.”  

 

Napoleon Index invests in cutting edge technologies to elevate the financial industry standards. With a strong index operation 

expertise coupled with a proprietary micro-services IT infrastructure, Napoleon Index provides a wide range of customized 

indices. Leveraging on modular system automation developed by former Tier 1 Bank IT engineers, Napoleon Index positions 

itself as a competitive new player in the Index universe. Furthermore, Napoleon Index brings index transparency one step 

further by using a public Blockchain (Ethereum) certification engine to generate immutable audit tracks.  

 

Indeed, Napoleon Index has chosen to integrate Blockchain technology. The Company wants to share the benefits such as 

security, cost efficiency & immutability that it will provide to the industry. In the upcoming months, Napoleon Index intends 

to present those perspectives and Blockchain use cases during a dedicated financial seminar (Q2 2019). In the meantime, 

Napoleon Group will host an event in London on 11th of April and in Geneva on 16th of May.  

 

About Napoleon Group:  Napoleon Capital & Napoleon AM have designed a library of in-house of quantitative indices that are 
calculated and disseminated by Napoleon Index.  

• Napoleon Capital is a financial advisor (ORIAS-AMF CIF/FSA equivalent) designing best-in-class quantitative strategies, 
on liquid assets only. They are implemented internally through a proprietary and open sourcing. 

• Napoleon AM is an asset management company (AIFM license-AMF) offering quantitative investment solutions in 
digital assets for qualified professional investors. 

 
 
About the team: Three co-founders, Arnaud DARTOIS (PhD.), Jean-Charles DUDEK and Stephane IFRAH combine more than 

50 years of experience in the financial industry, capitalizing on more than 10 years of investment solutions research. The 

Founders have gathered a unique team of experts in investment management, data, operations, front and back end IT 

development, Blockchain and marketing areas.  

Napoleon Index registration was led by Ichraf SHAL, Head of Operations. With fifteen years of diversified experience in the 

index world, Ichraf worked for several global index suppliers (including Dow Jones Stoxx) and in DeltaOne Trading at SGCIB. 

Ichraf is an expert in indices and corporate action advice for arbitrage desks & hedge funds. 

 


